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	CINEMA 4D 10 Workshop, 9780240808970 (0240808975), Focal Press, 2007
Model, animate and render with a practical command of all the essential functions and tools in CINEMA 4D 10. Detailed tutorials, suitable for novices and experienced users alike, demonstrate how to navigate the redesigned UI and orient you to the workflow. Next, the author guides you through the creation of a more complex project in which you model, create, apply textures, light, and render a final showcase image of a sports car. Finally, you will model, texture and prepare a comic character for animation using the new powerslider, timeline and the revised MOCCA module.

Build on your command of the essentials with an introduction to the new layer system as well as these advanced skills:

* Light, texture, and shade with CINEMAs material system, BodyPaint 3D, and the integrated shaders

* Build complex mechanical and organic models using NURBS and polygon tools

* Compose 3D content into photos

* Render with advanced techniques such as Multi Pass rendering, HDRI lighting and radiosity

* Simplify animation setups using XPresso constrains

* Work with specialized tools such as HAIR, Clothilde or SKY for special effects

The companion CD includes all of the required tutorial media, a bonus chapter on character modeling, Macintosh and PC demo versions of CINEMA 4D 10, and a limited edition of the PhotoMatch plug-in that permits you to easily insert 3D objects into photos.

* Covers all of the features of version 10 release including BODYPAINT 3D and the MOCCA module

* Tutorial-based approach demonstrates the workflow processes for modelling, texturing and animation

* Advanced features including HyperNURBS modelling, XPresso programming and the Advanced Renderer. 

* Companion CD includes tutorial files, a demo version of CINEMA 4D and plug-in samples     

       About the Author

is the owner of the Vreel 3D Entertainment production studio in Germany, a member of the CINEMA beta-team, and a freelance trainer for MAXON products. He develops CINEMA 4D plug-ins and serves as a forum community leader for creativecow.net and other German CINEMA 4D discussion boards.
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Professional Live Communications ServerWrox Press, 2006
This is the ultimate guide to Live Communications Server (LCS), the newest core server from Microsoft. You'll begin with an introduction to this technology and the suite of Unified Communications products offered by Microsoft, such as Live Meeting 2005, Communicator 2005, and LCS 2005 SP1. The book continues to cover details of the technical...

		

Web Audio APIO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Go beyond Html5’s Audio tag and boost the audio capabilities of your web application with the Web Audio Api. Packed with lots of code examples, crisp descriptions, and useful illustrations, this concise guide shows you how to use this JavaScript Api to make the sounds and music of your games and interactive applications come...



		

Windows Game Programming with Visual Basic and DirectXQue, 2001


	I’ve been fascinated by computer games for years. Some of my first experiences date back to

	the late 1960s when I was in junior high school. I was allowed to skip math class once a

	week to use an old teletype terminal. I spent hours punching a tic-tac-toe game written in

	BASIC onto paper tape so that I could play it when I...




	

CANON DSLR: The Ultimate Photographer's Guide (Digital Workflow)Focal Press, 2007
So you have a Canon DSLR? Do you know how to get the most from your sophisticated camera? Canon DSLR: The Ultimate Photographer's Guide is a thorough, in-depth and step-by-step look at how to understand the Canon digital photography system and how to optimize your digital photography workflow from pre capture to output. 
...

		

David Busch's Quick Snap Guide To LightingCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	Have you mastered the essentials of your digital SLR camera and now want to learn how to use light as a tool to enhance your photographs? "David Busch's Quick Snap Guide to Lighting" provides a concise introduction to working with light and exposure, improving your photos with filters and reflectors, and transforming good...


		

The Retinal Müller Cell: Structure and Function (Perspectives in Vision Research)Springer, 2001

	The human brain contains more than a billion neurons which interconnect to form networks that process, store, and recall sensory information. These neuronal activities are supported by a group of accessory brain cells coll- tively known as neuroglia. Surprisingly, glial cells are ten times more - merous than neurons, and occupy more than half...
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